
THE WHY

Heart health

strong bones and teeth

Skin, hair, & Nails

better mood & Energy Levels

IMproved memory & Brain health

we need food for daily basic functions

our BMR

see food as fuel 

support your workouts

 

Shifting the focus of "WHY" is powerful!

The Basics!
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manage a healthy weight

strong immune system

delays the effects of aging

lowers chronic disease

overall well-being & longer life

"You are what you eat! so don't be fast,
cheap, easy, or fake!"
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It's a mindset shift!
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THE WHY

 
Carbohydrates: the bodies choice for energy, rich in fiber, vitamins, and
phytonutrients

Ex: oatmeal, rice, potatoes, fruits, veggies

PROTEIN: building blocks of the body, muscle development, control sugar levels
(appetite control). hormone balance, improved immune system

Ex: chicken, fish, eggs, greek yogurt, protein powder

Fat: reduced inflammation, skin & eye health, immune system, keep you full,
omegas

ex: nuts, seeds, avocado, healthy oils

Fueling your Workouts!
"Stop trying to run on an empty tank!"

fuel sources

 

You wouldn't drive your car with out gas - why are you trying to move

without proper fuel? think of your body as an engine that needs HIGH

quality fuel to perform!
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My Starting Point!
 

KNowing  what you are currently eating is the only way to begin.

did you know that our metabolism is an amazingly intricate &

super smart system. What we are currently taking in, and how our

body is responding, is a direct reflection of how we have been

consistently fueling ourselves. IN order to know what that looks

like -  we are going to track our normal intake for 3-5 days -

making sure that there is at least one weekend day in there. 

Food Journaling

Determine how you want to track (any app!)

eat normally (very important)

track intake for 3-5 days (including water intake)

write down how you feel: energized, sluggish, etc...

you want to start to see how food is affecting your

energy & mood!

 ACTION ITEMS
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Small Tweaks = Big Impact!
Food Journaling

ACTION ITEMS

 
Now that you have good info on what you typically eat - here is

something that will come as a relief! We are all individual - so

there isn't a cookie cutter diet that is right for you. In fact -

your current metabolism is made up of what you currently

consume. This is great news because this means that simply

making a few tweaks will make a big impact! 

Step 1: Take a look at your food intake you recorded

Step 2:  circle areas of opportunity 

step 3: Decide what small tweaks you can easily make now

Step 4: Prioritize the others and plan to change 1 habit per month 

Step 5: make those small tweaks today!


